Adventure Stories

JMID Chapter Books

Soldier Dog               JMID ANGUS
The Train Jumper          JMID BROWN
The Misadventures of Maude March JMID CALHOUN
The Wanderer              JMID CREECH
The Great American Elephant Chase JMID CROSS
Powder Monkey             JMID DOWSWEL
Julie of the Wolves       JMID GEORGE
My Side of the Mountain   JMID GEORGE
Found                     JMID HADDIX
Hoot                      JMID HIASSEN
The Vanishing             JMID HOLT
The Abduction             JMID KORMAN
Swindle                   JMID KORMAN
Bloody Jack               JMID MEYER

Island of the Blue Dolphins JMID ODELL
Grizzly                   JMID PAULSEN
The Young Man and the Sea JMID PHILBRI
The Scarecrow and his Servant JMID PULLMAN
The Invention of Hugo Cabret JMID SELZNICK
A Series of Unfortunate Events JMID SNICKET
Dolphin Song              JMID STJOHN
The Five Ancestors (Series) JMID STONE
Maata’s Journal           JMID SULLIVA
Ice Drift                 JMID TAYLOR
The 39 Clues              JMID THIRTYN
The Jaguar stones         JMID VOELKEL
Danger Boy                JMID WILLIAM
Boys of Blur              JMID WILSON
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